[Critical role of intracellular calcium in plasticity mechanisms of defense behavior command neurons LPl1 and PPl1 of Helix lucorum during nociceptive sensitization].
The role of intracellular calcium in changes in excitability and responses of defense behavior command neurons LP11 and PP11 of Helix lucorum to sensory stimulation was investigated in semi-intact preparation of a snail during nociceptive sensitization. It was found that application of sensitizing stimuli onto the snail's head initiated membrane depolarization, increase in its excitability as well as depression of neural responses evoked by sensory stimuli in short-term period of sensitization and significant facilitation of neural responses in long-term period of sensitization. To elucidate the contribution of LP11 and PP11 neurons in plasticity rearrangements involved in the mechanisms of sensitization, we applied sensitizing stimuli during strong hyperpolarization of the neurons or after intracellular injection of calcium chelators. Application of sensitizing stimuli during hyperpolarization of the neurons suppressed the increase in membrane excitability and depressed the neural responses evoked by chemical stimulation of snail's head i.m. short- and long-term periods of sensitization. At the same time, synaptic facilitation of neural responses evoked by tactile stimulation of snail's head and foot was observed, which was similar to synaptic facilitation in the control sensitized snail. Intracellular injection of EGTA or BARTA (calcium chelators) before sensitization suppressed synaptic facilitation in neural responses evoked by sensory stimulation. Under these conditions, the increase in excitability was more pronounced then in the control snail neurons. The experimental results suggest the changes in neural responses evoked by sensory stimulation in sensitized snails involve postsynaptic calcium-dependent mechanisms of plasticity in LP11 and PP11 neurons.